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Eleven Strings - Deep Black Hole
Tom: F

Riff (base)
(para o riff base a afinação é um tom abaixo (D ), para a
música a afinação é normal)
D l----------------------------l-------------------------l----
-----------------l----------------l
A l----------------------------l-------------------------l----
------0-1-0------l---------0--------l
F l--------------0-------------l-------------------------l----
---2---------2---l-------2------------l
C l--------0/2---------0/2-----l- 0/2-0-------0----------l----
-2------------2--l-----1--------------l
G l----------------------------l----------2-2----2/0-----l--
-0-----------------l-0-2---------------l
D l---0-------------0------2-3-l-----------------------2-l----
-----------------l-----------------l
Intro: Dm F Gm A 4X
Dm                        F
Hey take a look at your way
             Gm
You will see life is passing by

And a world you can't deny
Dm                       F
Hate will no longer change
               Gm
Can't you see what done is done
              A
You can't change what you've become

Dm                             F
And now you can't stand the pain
                Gm
What you've fixed now is broken
            A
By the words you'd never spoken
       F
And then, and then you feel so alone
            Gm
By the promisses you couldn't keep
          A
you've made inside your mind

Dm                        F
Wait and count with the fate
     Gm
All your world is falling down
                           F
And you can't see all around
Dm                             F
You wait, and till now you're waiting
             Gm

And you just can't change your mind
             A
Then you have become so blind

 Bb
And you cry
                                         Gm
As you ask yourself why the pain is so Strong

By remind the times we spent together
Bb                                       F    A
Cry, and remind that dream in fact is a lie, lie

(refrão)
Dm                            F
And now you can't stand the pain
                Gm
What you've fixed now is broken
           A
By the words you'd never spoken
       Dm                       F
And then, and then you feel so alone
           Gm
By the promisses you couldn't keep
       A                F            Dm
As you've made inside a deep black hole
Solo: Dm   F   Dm   F   Gm   F   Gm   A   D
      F   Gm   F   Gm   C   A   Bb

        Bb
And you cry
                                        Gm
As you ask yourself why the pain is so Strong

By remind the times we spent together
Bb                                       F    A
Cry, and remind that dream in fact is a lie, lie

(refrão)
Dm                            F
And now you can't stand the pain
                Gm
What you've fixed now is broken
           A
By the words you'd never spoken
       Dm                        F
And then, and then you feel so alone
           Gm
By the promisses you couldn't keep
       A                F           Dm
As you've made inside a deep black hole

Solo final:  Bb Gm Bb C A D

Acordes


